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ABSTRACT Parallelizing and optimizing codes for recent multi-/many-core processors have been
recognized to be a complex task. For this reason, strategies to automatically transform sequential codes into
parallel and discover optimization opportunities are crucial to relieve the burden to developers. In this paper,
we present a compile-time framework to (semi) automatically find parallel patterns (Pipeline and Farm) and
transform sequential streaming applications into parallel using GrPPI, a generic parallel pattern interface.
This framework uses a novel pipeline stage-balancing technique which provides the code generator module
with the necessary information to produce balanced pipelines. The evaluation, using a synthetic video
benchmark and a real-world computer vision application, demonstrates that the presented framework is
capable of producing parallel and optimized versions of the application. A comparison study under several
thread-core oversubscribed conditions reveals that the framework can bring comparable performance results
with respect to the Intel TBB programming framework.
INDEX TERMS Refactoring framework, automatic parallelization, load-balanced pipeline, parallel patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION

Whereas over the years high performance computing (HPC)
facilities have enjoyed considerable enhancements —mostly
due to the increases in the processors frequency—, the end
of Moore’s law in the middle of the past decade marked a
milestone that shifted the microprocessor designs towards the
multi-/many-core era [1]. This fact led scientific applications
to cease their continuous improvements, being necessary to
rewrite them in parallel in order to leverage resources provided by modern multi-/many-core processors and accelerators [2]. Since then, however, there remains a significant
portion of legacy codes, coming from a broad range of scientific areas, running in sequential on parallel platforms.
Although these applications are gradually parallelized, adapting and tuning them to operate on modern architectures is not
straightforward.
For several years, the HPC community is making tremendous efforts in the design of frameworks and parallel programming models to relieve the burden on parallelizing
applications. Numerous examples of programming models for multi-core architectures, such as OpenMP [3],
OmpSs [4] or OpenACC [5], permit to exploit parallel
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hardware resources by merely annotating the code.
Nevertheless, finding out which portions of the program are
suitable to be parallelized is not elemental: programmers
require additional expertise for writing applications in parallel, apart from the knowledge necessary in the application
domain. As a result, applications are often rewritten using a
daunting number of low-level concurrency primitives, such as
specific threading management and communication mechanisms. This fact may prevent applications from scaling well
and lead to communication overheads, load imbalance, poor
data locality, deadlocks, data races, etc. Additionally, maintaining and porting applications to other parallel platforms
can be an error-prone task which may require enormous
efforts from a domain expert.
Among several approaches to address the parallel programming problem, we encounter automatic parallelization
techniques and high-level parallel abstractions. On the one
hand, automatic parallelization is the process of automatically
converting a sequential program to a version that can directly
run on parallel architectures. Indeed, parallel refactoring
mechanisms have been widely explored since the rise of
multi-core processors [6]. Unfortunately, tools found are still
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premature and have not yet been fully adopted by developers.
On the other hand, parallel patterns offer high-level APIs
which abstract programmers from such complex concurrency mechanisms by providing standard interfaces to some
recurrent parallel constructions encountered in data-intensive
(e.g., MapReduce, Stencil) and stream processing
(e.g., Pipeline, Farm) applications. Even though patterns
alleviate the burden of parallel programming, developers still have to select and tune the most appropriate
skeletons to provide efficient parallel versions of a given
algorithm [7].
To mitigate these issues, in this paper we propose a complete framework which takes advantage of both approaches
mentioned above to deal with the parallel programming challenge in the context of stream processing applications. This
framework proceeds in the following phases: i) detection
of stream pattern candidates in sequential codes; ii) rewrite
found instances using a generic parallel pattern interface;
and iii) optimization of Pipeline constructions to improve
the throughput using a profile-guided approach. Concretely,
in this paper we contribute with the following:
• We present a parallel pattern refactoring framework
able to detect the Pipeline and Farm stream patterns
in sequential C++ codes and rewrite candidates using
GrPPI, a generic parallel pattern interface.
• We develop Pipeline balancing algorithms that calculate an optimal arrangement of Pipeline instances.
These algorithms use an off-line profile-guided
approach to optimize the architecture resource usage.
• We investigate the benefits of oversubscribed scenarios,
i.e., increasing the number of threads above the available
platform cores, to develop a novel strategy able to find
the optimal concurrency degree.
• We analyze the presented Pipeline balancing algorithms
and compare their time-to-solution and Pipelines execution time using the proposed framework.
• We evaluate the refactoring framework and the different
strategies to find the optimal concurrency with varying configurations of the PiBa algorithms and GrPPI
back ends. This evaluation is carried out using two
stream processing applications, a synthetic video benchmark and a computer vision use case for detecting lane
lines.
The rest of this document is organized as follows. Section II
revisits some related works in the area. Section III defines
the two major components used by the framework: the parallel pattern analyzer tool and the parallel pattern interface.
Section IV describes the parallel pattern refactoring
framework, as for the main contribution of this paper.
Sections V and VI present the variants of the Pipeline
balancing algorithms and strategy for finding an optimal concurrency degree. In Section VII, we evaluate the refactorings
and the balancing algorithms under several configurations.
Finally, Section VIII closes this paper with some concluding
remarks and future works.
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II. RELATED WORK

In the literature we find numerous efforts addressing both
parallel pattern refactorization and optimization processes.
We classify these efforts in the following categories: i) detection of parallel patterns; ii) refactorization tools for rewriting
codes; iii) optimization of pattern-based parallel applications.
Detecting parallel patterns has been widely recognized to
be a complex task [8]. This situation occurs because there
exist no standard references to validate the patterns found
in source codes. Also due to the wide variety of detection strategies that can be used at both compile- and runtime. For instance, Sean Rul et al. [9] instrument loops at
LLVM-IR level and perform a run-time profiling analysis
to decide whether a loop is a pipeline or not. Similarly,
the tool by Li et al. [10] leverages dependency graphs to
detect parallel patterns at run-time using an instrumented
version of the codes. Other contributions, such as the work
by Molitorisz et al. [11], detect potential parallel patterns at
compile-time but require subsequent executions to find out
data races and dependencies in the resulting codes. Alternatively, the tool FreshBreeze [12] uses static loop detection
techniques to analyze dependencies and transform parallelizable loops using a task tree-structured model. In general,
we observe that approaches based on static analysis are not as
extended as those using dynamic strategies, basically because
data dependency analyses are more complex to perform at
compile-time than at run-time.
On the other hand, refactoring of applications has also
been a large field of research in the last decades [13].
However many of the refactoring techniques for parallel
programming presented in the literature are to some extent
limited [14]. In a first inspection, we notice that many of these
approaches are focused to specific structural rearrangements
of the code (e.g., loop optimizations), which have been lately
included in recent compiler optimizer modules using polyhedral or unimodular transformations [15], [16]. However,
transformations applying parallel design patterns or algorithmic skeletons, have not been yet widely explored.
In this line, we encounter works proposing pattern rewriting
rules [7], commercial frameworks to introduce parallelism
using structural refactoring steps [17], [18] and projects
that aim to develop advanced refactoring frameworks [19].
Other works combine the refactoring and optimization techniques. For instance, Aldinucci and Danelutto [20] propose a
method to minimize the service time of stream parallel pattern compositions by applying systematic rewritings. Also,
some of the rewriting and tuning techniques in the literature have been embedded into skeleton-based programming
frameworks [21].
As previously observed, while refactoring techniques
already leverage optimization techniques at code rewriting,
we also encounter efforts dealing exclusively with optimization of parallel skeletons [22]. Particularly, we find a
considerable number of studies focused on load balancing
techniques for pipeline constructions. For instance, the work
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by Moreno et al. [23], [24] use mathematical models to
replicate the slowest and collapse the fastest pipeline stages.
However, it assumes that all of them are pure functions.
Research on pipeline optimizations comparing taskparallelism and work-stealing with both stage replication/
merging techniques can also be found in the state-of-theart [25]. On the other hand, Kamruzzaman et al. [26] map
all pipeline stages to a single thread and distribute loop
iterations among worker threads, handling sequential stages
using token-based synchronization. In contrast, Li et al. [27]
present a collection of algorithms that can replicate pipeline
stages to achieve optimal or near-optimal throughput but do
not consider communication overheads.
In a nutshell, the contributions in this paper extend the
current literature with a framework able to detect the Pipeline
and Farm patterns and generate parallel codes which are
optimized through a series of profiling steps. In our case,
the parallelism is exploited by GrPPI, which offers a unified pattern interface to some programming frameworks
(C++ threads, OpenMP or Intel TBB), while the pipeline
balancing optimizations are performed using an off-line
profile-guided approach.
III. PARALLELIZATION MECHANISMS

In this section, we overview the two major components
used for building up the refactoring framework presented in
this paper: the Parallel Pattern Analyzer Tool (PPAT) and
the Generic and reusable Parallel Pattern Interface (GrPPI).
Finally, we describe the parallel patterns supported by the
proposed framework.
A. PARALLEL PATTERN ANALYZER TOOL

We leverage the Parallel Pattern Analyzer Tool (PPAT),
a tool that allows analyzing, detecting and annotating parallel
patterns on sequential C/C++ codes using static analysis
techniques [28]. This tool analyzes the Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) to collect relevant information and identify potential parallel patterns in C/C++ sequential codes. The parallel
patterns encountered by the tool are annotated in the output
source codes. Figure 1 depicts the general workflow of PPAT.

FIGURE 1. Parallel pattern analyzer tool workflow.

The significant advantages of PPAT are the following:
i) it is entirely independent of the refactoring tool used;
ii) it performs a static analysis of the code, avoiding profiling overheads; and iii) it guarantees that patterns detected
comply with a series of requirements that ensure the correctness of the resulting parallel code. However, PPAT has
some limitations when detecting Pipeline constructions at
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compile-time: it does not split their stages equally according
to their computational load. Instead, it divides the Pipeline
into the maximum number of stages, which may potentially
lead to unbalanced stages. For this reason, in this paper,
we propose a refactoring framework that leverages PPAT
and is capable of generating more balanced and optimized
Pipeline codes.
B. GENERIC AND REUSABLE PARALLEL
PATTERN INTERFACE

As for the parallel pattern interface for our refactoring framework, we take advantage of GrPPI, a generic and reusable
parallel pattern interface for C++ applications [29]. Specifically, GrPPI takes full advantage of modern C++ features,
metaprogramming concepts, and generic programming to act
as a unified interface between the OpenMP, C++ threads and
Intel TBB parallel programming models. Its design allows
users to leverage the aforementioned execution frameworks
in a single and compact interface, hiding away the complexity behind the use of concurrency mechanisms. Furthermore, the modularity of GrPPI permits to easily integrate
new patterns, while combine them to arrange more complex
constructions. Thanks to this property, GrPPI can be used
to implement a wide range of existing stream-processing
and data-intensive applications with relatively small efforts,
having as a result portable codes that can be executed on
multiple platforms.
C. PIPELINE AND FARM PARALLEL PATTERNS

As an initial version of the refactoring framework, we consider only two stream-based parallel patterns: Pipeline and
Farm [30]–[32]. The definitions for these two patterns are
the following:
• Pipeline: This pattern processes the items appearing on
the input stream in a linear sequence of stages. Each
stage of this pattern processes data produced by the
previous stage in the pipe and delivers results to the next
one. Provided that the i-th stage in a n-staged Pipeline
computes the function fi : α → β, the Pipeline
delivers the item xi to the output stream applying the
function fn (fn−1 (. . . f1 (xi ) . . .)). Assuming that the items
appearing on the input stream are . . . , xi+1 , xi , xi−1 , . . .
the computation of stage fj over the partial result relative
to xi can occur in parallel to the computation of fj+k over
the partial result relative to xi−k .
Figure 2a shows the Pipeline diagram and its GrPPIrelated interface. This GrPPI interface receives the
execution policy (exec_policy) and the functions (stages) related to the Pipeline stages by universal reference (&&). As can be seen, the C++ interface
uses templates, making it more flexible and reusable for
any data type. Note the use of C++11 variadic templates (...), allowing a Pipeline to have an arbitrary
number of stages by receiving a collection of functions
passed as arguments. It is important to remark that the
C++ threads back end creates a thread per Pipeline
VOLUME 6, 2018
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IV. THE REFACTORING FRAMEWORK

FIGURE 2. Pipeline and Farm patterns diagrams with its GRPPI interface.
(a) Pipeline pattern. (b) Farm pattern.

•

stage, while the Intel TBB back end leverages a taskparallelism paradigm with a pool of worker threads that
continuously poll for work from a queue of ready tasks.
Farm: This pattern computes in parallel the function f :
α → β over all the items appearing in the input stream.
Thus, for each item xi on the input stream the Farm pattern delivers an item to the output stream as f (xi ). This
pattern assumes that the function f is stateless, and can
be applied to different stream items in parallel. In other
words, the computation of f (xi ) and f (xj ) ∀i, j : i 6 = j
may be computed in parallel by the different concurrent
entities (replicas).
Figure 2b depicts the Farm diagram along with its GrPPI
interface. This interface receives the number of replicas (num_replicas) and the Farm function (func)
that processes individual items coming from the input
stream. It is important to highlight that the C++ threads
back end creates a thread per Farm replica. Conversely,
the Intel TBB back end creates a new task for processing
each incoming item with the Farm function, executed by
any of the worker threads in the pool.

In general, these patterns can be composed among them to
produce more complex constructions. In this paper, the compositions supported between the Pipeline and Farm patterns
are those in which the Pipeline stages can be parallelized
individually using the Farm pattern, also known as parallel
stages [31]. Thus, if a Pipeline stage corresponds with a pure
function, this can be computed in parallel following a Farm
construction. Throughout this paper, we denote the sequential
stages of a Pipeline with ‘‘s’’, the Farm stages with ‘‘f’’
and the communication between two stages with the symbol
‘‘|’’. For instance, a Pipeline comprised of 4 stages, where
the second and the third are Farm stages, is represented by
‘‘(s|f|f|s)’’.
VOLUME 6, 2018

In this section, we describe the Parallel Pattern Refactoring
Framework, namely PPRF, as the main contribution of this
paper. Figure 3 shows the general workflow of the framework. This workflow detects Pipeline and Farm candidates
in sequential C++ codes using PPAT, balances and optimizes
the pipelines found and generates parallel code using the
GrPPI pattern interface. We describe next the three principal
steps of PPRF to carry out these transformations.
Pattern detection and instrumentation. During the first
stage, the Parallel Pattern Analyzer Tool (PPAT) receives
the sequential C++ code to be analyzed. Internally,
PPAT detects code constructions that match with any of
the supported patterns (Pipeline and Farm). Afterward,
the new refactoring module introduces the GrPPI pattern
interfaces accordingly on those constructions. Additionally, it instruments the Pipeline stages for measuring
their execution time.
Pipeline balancing and optimization. In this phase,
the application is run to collect average execution times
of the Pipeline stages. Using this execution time data,
we feed our Pipeline Balancing Algorithm (PiBa) for
generating its optimal configuration. This algorithm
merges and replicates the Pipeline stages according
to the available CPU cores. Additionally, PiBa is able
to determine the optimal concurrency degree by refining the Pipeline arrangement iteratively until finding
the configuration that delivers an optimal performance.
Note that this framework uses profiling techniques
to measure Pipeline stage execution time; therefore,
the input data used during the profiling phase should be
representative enough to perform the optimizations.
Parallel code generation. Finally, the refactoring module
receives the Pipeline configuration and generates
the parallel code version using the GrPPI interface.
Specifically, the refactoring module is rerun to generate the final Pipeline arrangement according to
the configuration determined by PiBa in the previous
step.
Listing 1 depicts a worked example of the aforementioned
PPRF steps. Listing 1a shows an excerpt of sequential code
containing potential parallel patterns. Once PPAT has been
executed, and parallel patterns have been found, the original
code is transformed using the GrPPI interface and instrumented for measuring the execution time of the detected
Pipeline stages (see Listing 1b). Note that this instrumentation is provided internally by the GrPPI execution model.
With the Pipeline profile data, PiBa is able to determine an
optimal configuration, merging the first and second Pipeline
stages and using two threads for executing the third stage
using a Farm construction. Finally, Listing 1c illustrates the
transformed code taking into account the Pipeline arrangement stated by PiBa in the previous step. Thanks to this
framework, sequential codes matching with Pipeline constructions can be automatically transformed into parallel and
optimized for the target platform.
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FIGURE 3. Workflow of the Parallel Pattern Refactoring Framework.

Listing 1. Example of PPRF code transformation. (a) Sequential code. (b) Instrumented code. (c) Optimized parallel code.

V. THE PIPELINE STAGE BALANCING ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe in detail the Pipeline Balancing
Algorithm, namely PiBa, as part of the PPRF framework. Particularly, this algorithm tries to compute the optimal, or near
optimal, arrangement of the Pipeline stages to optimize the
use of all the available resources, i.e., CPU cores, for the
target application.
We make first the following assumptions about the
Pipeline construction. Consider a Pipeline P as the following list of stages
P = (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn ),
where the i-th stage λi is the tuple (γi , ti , ri ), being γi the
function kind (pure or impure), ti the execution time, and
ri the number of replicas or worker entities that execute the
stage. Note that if the function related to a stage λi is pure,
it can be executed in parallel by multiple replicas using a
Farm pattern. Otherwise, if the function is impure, it can only
be executed in series by one replica.
We next define the stage service time as the division of
its execution time between the number of its assigned replicas (see Equation 1). We also define the pipeline service time
as the maximum service time of its stages (see Equation 2).
Note that the service time is the inverse of the throughput,
i.e., units of time per processed item.
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ti
ri
= max(STλ1 , STλ2 , . . . , STλn )

STλi =

(1)

STP

(2)

Therefore, the goal of the PiBa algorithm is to find the
Pipeline equivalent to the original one with the minimum
service time using all the available CPU cores for the target
application. For that, PiBa receives two input parameters: the
Pipeline profile containing the execution time related to its
stages, and the number of available CPU cores. Next, it leverages the following two techniques to find the optimal, or near
optimal, Pipeline stage arrangement:
• Stage Replication: this technique increases the parallelism degree of those stages that follow the Farm pattern. Given the definition of this pattern, the degree of
a Farm stage can be increased by introducing a new
concurrent entity, i.e., ri = ri + 1. With this, the stage
throughput is improved.
• Stage Merging: to reduce the total number of Pipeline
stages, this technique combines two consecutive stages
in single one, whose execution time is the sum of both
original stages. It is important to remark that if the
original stages are pure functions, the new merged stage
is also pure and can be executed in parallel. In any other
case, the resulting stage is impure. This technique is
described in detail in Algorithm 1.
Using these techniques, we present in the following sections the three different alternatives implementing the PiBa
algorithm using i) brute-force search; ii) heuristic search; and
iii) an hybrid solution combining i and ii.
A. THE BRUTE-FORCE SEARCH

Regarding the first alternative, we present the naive version
of the PiBa algorithm based on brute-force search. As can be
VOLUME 6, 2018
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Algorithm 1 Stage Merging Technique
Function mergeStages(stageA, stageB, mergedStage)
if stageA.kind = Pure & stageB.kind = Pure then
mergedStage.kind ← Pure
mergedStage.time ← stageA.time + stageB.time
mergedStage.replicas ←
stageA.replicas + stageB.replicas − 1
else
mergedStage.kind ← Impure
mergedStage.time ← stageA.time + stageB.time
mergedStage.replicas ← 1
end

Algorithm 2 PiBa Brute-Force
Function PiBaBruteForce(
pipeline[],
// Stages of the pipeline
numCores)
// Number of cores
for i ← 2 to min(numCores, pipeline[].numStages) do
// Generate all the possible
combinations with i stages
pipeMerged[] ← genMerges(pipeline[], i)
for j ← 0 to numCores − i do
// Generate all the possible
pipelines with j replicas
pipeCombs[] ← genReplicas(pipeMerged[], j)
end
end
pipeline[] ← minServiceTimePipeline(pipeCombs[])

seen in Algorithm 2, this procedure uses the aforementioned
stage merging technique (genMerges function) in order
to compute all possible merging combinations for different
number of stages, i.e., from 2 to the minimum between the
number of cores and the number of stages. Then, for each
of these combinations, the function genReplicas leverages the stage replication technique to calculate all feasible
replications of the Farm stages. It is important to remark
that these replications are made until the number of replicas
equals the cores. Finally, the algorithm returns the Pipeline
configuration with the minimum service time.
However, generating all possible merging combinations of
stages and replicas has a non-negligible computational cost
of (n3 ) and O(cn ) for the best and worst cases, respectively.
In this case, n stands for the combination of the number of
stages and threads, while c represents a constant. Precisely,
the best case corresponds with a full sequential Pipeline,
as the function generateReplicas is not used. On the
contrary, the worst case is related to a Pipeline whose stages
are all Farm constructions.
B. THE HEURISTIC APPROACH

As noted in the previous section, the computational cost
of the brute-force search is prohibitive, therefore it is necessary to design an heuristic so as to provide a solution
within a reasonable time frame. Algorithm 3 presents the
heuristic search of PiBa. This is implemented as an iterative procedure, where the pipeline service time is improved
in each step. First, the heuristic calculates: i) the slowest
VOLUME 6, 2018

Algorithm 3 PiBa Heuristic
Function pibaHeuristic(
pipeline[],
// Stages of the pipeline
numThreads)
// Number of threads
Function getServiceTime(stage)
return getTime(stage)/getReplicas(stage)
while true do
maxFarm ← getMaxFarmStage(pipeline[])
maxSeq ← getMaxSeqStage(pipeline[])
sumPipe[] ←
mergeConsecutiveStages(pipeline[])
minMerge ← getMinStage(sumPipe[])
if countFarms(pipeline[]) > 0 &
countReplicas(pipeline[]) < numThreads then
maxFarm.replicas ← maxFarm.replicas + 1
else if countReplicas(pipeline[]) > numThreads
then
applyMerging(pipeline[], minMerge)
else if countFarms(pipeline[]) > 0
& getServiceTime(maxFarm) >
getServiceTime(maxSeq)
& getServiceTime(maxFarm) >
getServiceTime(minMerge) then
maxFarm.replicas ← maxFarm.replicas + 1
applyMerging(pipeline[], minMerge)
else
break
end
end

sequential and Farm stages (getMaxSeqStage and
getMaxFarmStage, respectively); and ii) the merged
stage of two consecutive stages with the minimum service time (mergeConsecutiveStages1 and getMinStage), using the stage merging technique. Afterwards,
depending on the current Pipeline state, the heuristic
performs iteratively one of the subsequent actions in the
following order:
A1 If there are Farm stages and the total number of current
replicas is less than the number of cores, the Farm
stage with the maximum service time is granted with an
additional replica.2
A2 If the total number of replicas is greater than the number
of cores, the merge of two consecutive stages with the
minimum service time is incorporated in the resulting
Pipeline.
A3 If the slowest stage is a Farm and it is slower than
the merge of two consecutive stages with the minimum
service time, the algorithm adds a replica to the slowest
Farm stage and incorporates the merged stage in the
resulting Pipeline.
A4 If none of the previous conditions are met, the procedure
finishes, as it cannot reduce the Pipelineservice time
anymore.
1 Note that the function mergeConsecutiveStages considers all
possible mergings among consecutive Pipeline stages on a given iteration.
2 The purpose of this action is to use all available CPU cores for the target
application, though in extreme cases the Pipeline throughput improvement
might be marginal.
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TABLE 1. PIBA working example.

To illustrate the workings of the PiBa heuristic, Table 1
shows an example of Pipeline that is steadily improved using
this procedure. We start from a Pipeline comprised of three
sequential and three Farm stages which are intended to run
on four cores. Note that si (ti , ri ) stands for sequential stages
and fi (ti , ri ) for Farm stages, executed by ri replicas. In the
first iteration, the PiBa heuristic performs the action A2, since
the total number of replicas is greater than the number of
cores. Hence, f5 and s6 are merged into the single stage s5,6 .
In the second iteration, action A2 is taken again so as to merge
s4 and s5,6 in s4,5,6 . In the third iteration, actions A1 and A2
are discarded, given that the number of replicas is equal
to the number of cores. Therefore, since the slowest stage
corresponds to a Farm and its service time is greater (t3 = 7)
than the fastest merged stage (t2,3 = 12
2 = 6), action A3
merges f2 and f3 . Finally, as the Pipelineservice time cannot
be reduced anymore and the Pipeline replicas equal to the
number of cores, the procedure finishes its execution. The
computational complexity of the heuristic PiBa algorithm is
2(n2 ) for all cases.
C. THE HYBRID APPROACH

The hybrid approach combines the benefits from both bruteforce and heuristic search approaches. This variant leverages
the heuristic search presented in Algorithm 3, reducing the
number of replicas until reaching the total number of available cores. From that point on, it continues improving the
Pipeline service time using the brute-force search, as presented in Algorithm 2. Thereby, it reduces the computational
best-case cost of the brute-force algorithm to (n2 ), providing more accurate service time optimizations than the single
heuristic search approach. However, the worst-case cost is
still O(cn ), as the brute-force search.
VI. FINDING THE OPTIMAL CONCURRENCY DEGREE

According to the previous section, the PiBa algorithm transforms the Pipeline stages arrangement to have the same
number of replicas as CPU cores used by the target application. This algorithm also balances, as much as possible,
the stages workload. However, in real scenarios, the resulting Pipelines cannot be perfectly balanced in most of the
cases. These situations cause bottlenecks due to imbalanced
stages, which leads to underused resources (cores). A way
to improve the resource usage, and thus the Pipeline performance, is to increase the number of replicas (threads)
above the total number of cores. Hence, the additional threads
can leverage the partially idle resources, overlapping threads
contention with useful computation. In this context, we refer
39950

to oversubscription when an application uses more threads
than available CPU cores and relies on the OS scheduler to
keep them all busy.
To motivate this issue, we have implemented a synthetic benchmark consisting of two Pipeline collections,
using CPU- and memory-intensive stages, respectively. These
collections were comprised of 1,500 randomly-generated
Pipelines constituted by a number of stages ranging from
4 to 12 and the percentage of Farm stages varying between
30 % and 90 %. Afterward, these Pipelines were processed using the PiBa algorithm to adjust the number of
stages/replicas in the range of 4 to 24 threads. Next, we executed these Pipelines on an 8-core platform to find out
their optimal concurrency degree. Figure 4 shows the performance attained by six representative CPU-/memory-intensive
Pipelines for different number of threads.3 Note that the lines
extending vertically from the points represent the confidence
intervals as a variability metric over 10 Pipeline runs. As can
be observed, all Pipelines (P1–P6) improve their speedup up
to the number of cores. Nevertheless, while some of them
stop improving after this point, others continue boosting their
performance beyond that. These results confirm our previous
impressions where a concurrency degree higher than the total
number of cores may improve the Pipeline performance in
some cases.
A. ITERATIVE SEARCH

A naive search approach to obtain the optimal concurrency
degree is to execute multiple times the PiBa algorithm for a
different number of final replicas (instead of using the number
of cores) and check which Pipeline arrangement delivers
the best performance. However, this method is very timeconsuming as the framework has to execute each time all
feasible Pipeline combinations.
To optimize this naive search approach, we rely on the
benchmark results that show, in many cases, strictly increasing speedup curves followed by monotonic decreasing ones.
Note that this occurs in more than 90 % of the synthetic
Pipelines. With this assertion, we can refine the previous
approach with an iterative variant that applies PiBa to optimize the Pipeline configurations using a different number
of threads, starting from the number of cores until the performance stops improving. Note that, to deal with the inherent variability of oversubscribed scenarios, we execute each
3 Note that the CPU-intensive stages were mimicked by means of performing an arbitrary number of floating-point operations, while the memoryintensive compute was emulated accessing consecutively to 2 million elements in a floating-point array.
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FIGURE 4. Analysis of the maximum concurrency degree using representative pipelines.

configuration multiple times to calculate averaged reliable
values. With the averaged speedups in hand, this iterative
search algorithm checks, in each iteration, if the speedup
of a configuration B using n + 1 threads is higher than A
using only n threads. If this is true, it checks for the next
configuration using one more thread. This search stops when
the configuration B using n+1 threads delivers worse or equal
performance than A using n threads.
To illustrate the workings of this iterative search, Figure 5a
depicts the case of the Pipeline P2 using CPU-intensive
stages from Figure 4. In this scenario, the approach starts
iterating from 8 cores on until the 4th iteration, given that
in each step the configuration using n + 1 threads delivers
higher speedups than using n threads. On the 5th iteration,
i.e., with 12 threads, the performance stops improving. Then,
the algorithm determines 11 threads as for the optimal concurrency degree. As a result, the Pipeline is oversubscribed
with 3 threads, which overlap contention of the first 8 with
useful computations.
B. GREEDY ITERATIVE SEARCH

The iterative search approach reduces the Pipeline configurations that have to be tested using a trial and error method.
However, this variant can be very slow when the optimal
concurrency degree is far ahead of the number of cores.
To improve this algorithm, we propose a technique to obtain
an estimation of the ideal degree. We start from the fact that
the Pipelines are not perfectly balanced, and therefore, available resources are underused due to their inherent congestion.
With this assertion, we estimate the Pipeline resource usage
rate with
Pn_stages
n_items · i=0
ti
eff _usage
=
, (3)
usage_rate =
real_usage
n_cores · exec_time
where eff _usage and real_usage are estimations of the effective and real usage of the platform resources, respectively.
In the equation, the effective usage is computed as the sequential execution time of the Pipeline stages multiplied by the
number of items processed in a given test. Alternatively,
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the real usage is calculated as the execution time of
the previous test multiplied by the total computational
resources (cores). Using this technique, we propose a heuristic that pursues a greedy iterative approach and estimates
in advance the ideal concurrency degree, instead of testing
all configurations. This procedure, shown in Algorithm 4,
iteratively applies the PiBa heuristic of Algorithm 3 with
a number of threads that depends on the usage rate. This
number is calculated on-the-fly dividing the current threads
by the usage rate obtained with Equation 3 and rounding the
result up. The procedure stops iterating when the usage rate
using additional threads does not improve any more.
Algorithm 4 PiBa Heuristic With Oversubscription
Function pibaOversubs(
pipeline[],
numCores,
numItems)

// Stages of the pipeline
// Number of cores
// Number of items

pibaPipeline[] ← pipeline[]
pibaHeuristic(pibaPipeline[], numCores)
execTimeCur[] ← exec(pipeline[], numItems)
numThreads ← numCores
repeat
usageRate ← usageRate(pipeline[], numItems,
numCores, execTimeCur[])
execTimeOld[] ← execTimeCur[]
numThreads ← ceil(numThreads / usageRate)
pibaHeuristic(pibaPipeline[], numThreads)
execTimeCur[] ← exec(pipeline[], numItems)
until stopCondition(execTimeOld[], execTimeCur[])

To demonstrate the benefits of this algorithm over the
iterative version, Figure 5b shows the steps taken for the same
Pipeline P2. As can be seen, three steps are required to find
an optimal concurrency degree. In the first iteration (using
8 threads), the resource usage rate is roughly 69 %; thus the
algorithm determines that 3 additional threads are required.
With it, during the second iteration (using 11 threads),
the usage rate increases to 82.5 %. Hence, the algorithm determines that 13 threads are needed to exploit idle resources.
After the execution with 13 threads, the procedure stops, as it
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FIGURE 5. Automatic approaches for finding the optimal concurrency
degree of PIBA Pipelines. (a) Iterative search. (b) Greedy iterative search.

detects that the usage rate does not improve. In this case,
the optimal concurrency degree determined by the greedy
iterative search is 11, i.e., coming to the same conclusion as
the iterative algorithm but with fewer iterations.
VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we perform an experimental evaluation of the
main components of the PPRF framework proposed in this
paper: the Pipeline stage balancing algorithm and the strategy for finding the optimal concurrency degree. To carry out
this evaluation, we use the following hardware and software
components:
•

•

•

Target platform: The evaluation has been carried out on a
server platform equipped with 2× Intel Xeon Ivy Bridge
E5-2630 v3 with a total of 16 cores running at 2.40 GHz,
20 MB of L3 cache and 256 GB of DDR3 RAM. The OS
is a Linux Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS with kernel 3.13.0-85.
Software: To evaluate the performance of PPRF framework, we leveraged the C++ threads, and Intel TBB
GrPPI back ends. We used the Clang compiler from
the LLVM compiler infrastructure v3.7.0 for finding
and refactoring the code within the PPAT tool. Finally,
the C++ compiler used to assemble the refactored
GrPPI codes is GNU GCC v5.0.
Benchmarks: To analyze the proposed balancing PiBa
algorithms, we used the following three benchmarks:
PIPE-BENCH: A benchmark collection of 1,500
randomly-generated Pipelines, as described in
Section VI, with a number of stages ranging between
4 and 12. These Pipelines were combined with both
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sequential and parallel stages, where the degree of the
parallel (Farm) stages varied between 30 % and 90 %.
To generate the Pipelines source codes we used a
Python script to emit the Pipeline and Farm GrPPI
patterns leveraging the C++ back end. It is important
to remark that the workload type for the stages were
CPU-bound computations by means of performing
double-precision operations.
VIDEO-APP: A sequential video stream-processing synthetic benchmark composed of two types of filters (Gaussian Blur and Sobel operators) in order
to detect edges appearing in the video frames.4
Specifically, the application core works in a Pipeline
fashion, in which the first and last stages read and
write the video frames, respectively. Consequently,
the intermediate stages apply the aforementioned filters in different ways. Regarding the workload type,
the Gaussian Blur filter only performs arithmetic
operations, while the Sobel operator also executes
square root operations, both using double-precision
numbers.
LANE-DETECTION: A real-world computer vision application for detecting road lane lines in autonomous
driving systems. This application is composed of a
Pipeline in charge of processing individual video
frames using a series of filter algorithms, such as the
Canny edge detector and the Hough transform [33].
This application is vital to steer vehicles, as lanes
represent a constant reference to the road. Indeed,
identifying lane lines on the road is one of the most
fundamental vision tasks required by autonomous
cruise controls, lane change assist, lane centering, etc.
The evaluation methodology of this section consists of
the following parts. First, we analyze the presented Pipeline
balancing algorithms and compare their time-to-solution and
the execution time of the Pipelines in Pipe-Bench using the
PPRF framework. Next, we evaluate the different strategies
to find the optimal concurrency degree in terms of speedup
gains, number of steps taken and accuracy. Afterward, we test
PPRF with Video-App, in order to transform the sequential
code into parallel and evaluate different configurations of the
PiBa algorithm and GrPPI back ends. Additionally, we complement the study using Video-App with a fine-grained analysis of different Pipeline configurations via execution traces.
Finally, we employ Lane-Detection to demonstrate the benefits of PPRF in a real-world application.
A. ANALYSIS OF THE PIPELINE STAGE
BALANCING ALGORITHM

To evaluate the different versions of the PiBa algorithm,
we leveraged the collection of 1,500 synthetic Pipelines of
Pipe-Bench. Afterward, we balanced its Pipelines using the
three variants of PiBa, i.e., brute-force, heuristic and hybrid
4 This benchmark has been inspired by an OpenCV edge detection example
from http://docs.opencv.org/3.1.0/d3/d63/edge_8cpp-example.html.
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FIGURE 6. Time-to-solution of the basic PIBA algorithms.

FIGURE 7. Speedup of the of Pipelines in PIPE-BENCH balanced with the basic PIBA algorithm variants.

searches, and configured them to run on platforms having
from 2 to 16 cores. Figure 6 depicts the averaged time-tosolution of the three PiBa variants for the different number
of Pipeline stages and cores. As can be seen, the execution
time of PiBa algorithms increases in general with the number
of stages and cores. However, the growth rate of the bruteforce is larger than for the heuristic version, which confirms
the exponential algorithm complexity stated in Section V-A.
A final observation is that the time-to-solution of the hybrid
version is equal to the brute-force search for a number of
stages lower or equal than the total cores.
Our next study analyzes the execution times of the same
collection of Pipelines after balancing them using the three
different PiBa versions. To emulate platforms with a different
number of cores, we leveraged the Linux utility taskset
for restricting the cores that can be used by the Pipeline
threads.5 As can be observed in Figure 7, the Pipelines
processed using the heuristic and hybrid PiBa variants attain
a similar performance in all cases. On the contrary, the bruteforce search provides better speedup only when the number
of cores is much lower than the stage count. Note that the
observed speedup slowdown of the Pipelines balanced with
PiBa is caused by the fact that the presented algorithms use as
many threads as available cores. In contrast, the unbalanced
Pipelines, always use at least as many threads as stages,

5 The taskset utility is used to set or retrieve the CPU affinity of a running process in Linux. http://linuxcommand.org/man_pages/taskset1.html
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leading to oversubscribed scenarios and, in some cases,
to higher speedups with respect to the balanced Pipelines.
All in all, it can be concluded that the PiBa heuristic
variant can provide acceptable well-balanced Pipelines in
reasonable time frames, while the brute-force and hybrid
searches are able to provide slightly better stage arrangements
at the expense of prolonged time-to-solutions in the worst
cases. Therefore, in the subsequent experiments of this paper,
we select the heuristic variant as the default balancing PiBa
algorithm.
B. ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIMAL CONCURRENCY
DEGREE SEARCH ALGORITHMS

In this section, we analyze the extended PiBa algorithms
proposed for finding the optimal concurrency degree with
the basic PiBa variant. First, we compare the basic procedure
with the two new strategies, the iterative and greedy iterative
searches, able to obtain the ideal number of threads above the
total number of cores. Next, we examine the performance of
the Pipelines in Pipe-Bench on oversubscribed scenarios.
Figure 8 compares these algorithms regarding i) speedup,
with respect to the sequential execution of the Pipeline;
ii) the number of iterations needed until finding the optimal
concurrency degree; and iii) the accuracy rate with regard to
the best solution obtained with the brute-force approach. Note
that these metrics were averaged over the 1,500 Pipelines
comprised by the tested benchmark and using only eight
cores. Focusing on the speedup results, it can be clearly seen
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FIGURE 8. Comparative of the speedup, number of iterations and accuracy of the basic PIBA w.r.t the extended versions for finding the optimal
concurrency degree.

FIGURE 9. Speedup of the of Pipelines in PIPE-BENCH balanced with the extended PIBA algorithms for oversubscribed scenarios.

that the extended PiBa algorithms for oversubscription are
able to deliver better performance figures than using only
the basic PiBa variant. This is mainly because the inherent
threads contention is overlapped with useful computations of
the exceeding threads. A detailed inspection of the executions
revealed that this contention was caused by the threads suspended on an internal blocking queue when no items could
be (de)queued.
Looking at the number of iterations taken by both
PiBa algorithms including the oversubscription strategies,
we observe that the iterative search requires more iterations
with respect to the greedy approach. It is remarkable that
this difference increases with the number of Pipeline stages
since these Pipelines usually deliver better performance
when employing oversubscribed threads. Finally, focusing on
the accuracy, we notice that Pipelines comprising several
stages attain lower accuracy than using only the basic PiBa
algorithm. This is given by the fact the PiBa heuristic working
alone does not always lead to optimal Pipeline arrangements
when they contain many stages. For instance, from 10 stages
on, the known error might be higher than 5 %. In contrast,
with the extended PiBa algorithms, the accuracy is sustained
regardless of the number of Pipeline stages. This demonstrates that the inherent flaws of the PiBa heuristic algorithm
can be bypassed by increasing the concurrency degree using
the extended PiBa algorithms.
In the light of the results, while both extended PiBa versions deliver similar performance figures, the iterative search
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requires more iterations than the greedy approach. Therefore,
the experiments carried out hereafter are only performed
using the greedy iterative search for finding the optimal concurrency degree.
As a complementary study, Figure 9 analyzes the speedups
attained by the Pipelines in Pipe-Bench with a different
number of cores when i) PiBa is not applied; ii) the basic
PiBa algorithm is used; and iii) the extended PiBa algorithm along with the iterative greedy search are leveraged.
As observed, when the number of stages is higher than the
total cores, the fact of not balancing the Pipelines leads to
oversubscribed scenarios, providing better performance than
if the basic PiBa algorithm shortens the Pipelines. On the
other hand, if the available cores are greater than the number
of Pipeline stages, the balanced versions exploit better the
resources. Looking at the results of the extended PiBa algorithm, the speedups are always higher or equal to the best
case. The reason is that the oversubscribed threads in these
Pipelines can effectively overlap the potential bottlenecks
generated by the basic PiBa algorithm.
C. EVALUATION OF VIDEO-APP

To evaluate the PPRF framework along with the Pipeline
balancing algorithms, we leveraged Video-App, a synthetic
video stream-processing application able to detect edges
appearing on the incoming frames. First, we fed the PPAT
module with the sequential code to obtain an annotated version of the code with the potential parallel patterns detected.
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Listing 2. Example of annotated Pipeline from VIDEO-APP. (a) Sequential code. (b) Instrumented parallel code. (c) Optimized parallel code.

FIGURE 10. Frames per second obtained by the different Pipeline variants of VIDEO-APP using C++ threads and Intel TBB GRPPI back ends and the
basic and extended PIBA algorithms.

It is important to remark that the main parallel pattern
detected is a Pipeline where the image filtering stages correspond to Farms constructions. (Note that in this paper we
do not explicitly evaluate the quality of the pattern detection
performed by PPAT, as this was already analyzed in [28].)
Next, we used the PPRF refactoring module to generate the
parallel version of the code using the C++ threads, and the
Intel TBB GrPPI back ends. Finally, we leveraged the basic
and extended PiBa algorithms to improve the performance of
Video-App.
Given that both filters Gaussian Blur and Sobel are pure
functions by nature, we have slightly modified Video-App in
order to include impure versions of these filters. This way,
the Pipeline stages can be detected as sequential or potential
Farms, depending on the filter version encountered. Thus,
for the subsequent experiments, we have developed three
different versions of the Video-App Pipeline, composed by
10 intermediate filtering operations, using both pure and
impure versions. The Pipeline stages of these three VideoApp variants have been arranged in the following way: i) fully
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sequential (s|s|s|s|s|s|s|s|s|s|s|s); ii) combined (s|f|f|s|f|f|f|s|f|f|s|s); and iii) fully
parallel (s|f|f|f|f|f|f|f|f|f|f|s). As a mere
example of the steps taken by PPRF, Listing 2a shows the
combined Pipeline variant of the Video-App original code.
Next, Listing 2b shows the result after executing PPAT and
generating the instrumented code. Finally, Listing 2c shows
an optimized version of the Video-App parallel code according to the arrangement proposed by PiBa using the profile
execution data.
1) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Given the foregoing, in this section, we assess the proposed
basic and extended PiBa algorithms using the three variants
of the Video-App Pipeline. These experiments have been run
on 6, 12 and 24 cores using the C++ threads and Intel TBB
GrPPI back ends. Figure 10 depicts the frames per second
delivered by each of the Video-App versions. Focusing on
the fully sequential Pipeline (left-hand side plot), we observe
that the fact that all stages are sequential prevents PiBa from
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replicating stages, and thus, the impact of the potential bottlenecks cannot be reduced. Therefore, the performance either
using any of the PiBa algorithms or not is limited by the
slowest stage.
Looking at the Pipeline comprised of sequential and parallel Farm stages (center and right-hand side plots), we notice
a completely different behavior. Our first observation is
that using the basic PiBa algorithm and C++ threads back
end, the application can benefit from the stage merging
and replication techniques. Basically, when two stages executed by individual threads are merged, a resource (core)
becomes available and can be exploited by an additional
replica (thread) in the slowest Farm stage. The PiBa benefits are more pronounced when increasing the number of
cores compared with the non-balanced Pipelines. On the
other hand, the results with the extended PiBa algorithm
even outperform the throughput delivered by those processed
with the basic PiBa version. Note that the percentages above
the bars indicate the oversubscription degrees calculated
by the greedy search approach. These improvements are
achieved by using more threads than available cores. Therefore additional replicas can accelerate Pipeline bottlenecks
by overlapping contention of the fastest stages with useful
computations.
On the contrary, setting TBB as the GrPPI back end,
the use of the basic PiBa algorithm negatively affects the
performance, as TBB does not allow to establish the number
of replicas in Pipeline stages. Indeed, TBB uses an entirely
different approach for executing stages: it leverages taskparallelism with a pool of worker threads that continuously
poll for work from a ready task queue [25]. Therefore, for
each item in the Pipeline, a new task is created and picked
by a worker thread as soon as its dependencies have been
resolved. In this sense, the fact that PiBa uses stage merging leads to longer but fewer Pipeline stages and results
in larger congestion. In some cases, we observe that using
24 cores, extended PiBa with the C++ threads GrPPI back
end attains better performance results than using TBB. All in
all, we can conclude that the extended PiBa algorithm is the
recommended option when using the C++ threads GrPPI
back end, while for TBB the recommended solution is not
to balance the Pipelines.
2) FINE-GRAINED ANALYSIS

In this section, we complement the study with a fine-grained
inspection of different Pipeline configurations to analyze
their internal behavior. This study has been carried out using
the C++ threads GrPPI back end instrumented with the
Extrae library [34] to obtain execution traces. Afterward,
the traces are visualized using the Paraver tool [35]. We only
focus on the combined Pipeline comprising both sequential
and parallel stages and using 12 cores. Figure 11 depicts a
task trace and the number of simultaneously active threads
during the execution of Video-App without having used any
of the PiBa algorithms. Similarly, the left-hand side plot
in Figure 14 represents the time percentage spent by the
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threads for the different states. Note that the colors in the trace
and plot represent three different states: i) in-stage stands
for the effective computation of the stages; and ii) enqueue
and dequeue represent blocking states due to communications
between stages via queues. As can be seen, the stages 1,
5 and 8 correspond to the slowest stages (bottlenecks), which
dictate the total execution time. Also, the number of simultaneously active threads is always lower than 6, i.e., half of the
available cores. Correspondingly, only half of the threads are
simultaneously performing useful computations during the
execution.
With the previous results, it can be observed that if
the Pipeline were balanced, the resources could be better exploited, and thus, the execution time could also be
improved. Given that, we make use of the basic PiBa
algorithm to provide a better-balanced stage arrangement.
As shown in Figure 12, the Video-App Pipeline processed
by the basic PiBa algorithm generates a trace where the
stages (threads) show much lower contention times. This is
by the fact that the workload among stages is better balanced than if PiBa is not applied. Focusing on the right-hand
side plot in Figure 14, we observe that PiBa has assigned
additional replicas to those bottlenecks detected in the previous experiment (stages 1, 5 and 8). We also observe that
the simultaneous active threads are, in the beginning, close
to 12. As the execution progresses, and as soon as the stages
complete processing the items, the number of active threads
slightly decays until the end. In this case, thanks to the basic
PiBa algorithm the execution time has been reduced by a
factor of 30 %.
Focusing again on the trace in Figure 12, it can be seen
that some of the resources are underused. This reveals an
opportunity to further improve the Video-App execution time.
In consequence, we leverage the extended PiBa algorithm
to exploit better available resources. Figure 13 depicts the
execution task trace where the ideal concurrency degree was
253 %, i.e., 31 threads running on 12 cores, according to
the results in Figure 10. A first inspection of the resulting
trace reveals a higher contention ratio due to queue communications. However, as the contention is shared among
the fastest stages, it allows exceeding threads to exploit
resources freed by such contentions (see Figure 15). On the
other hand, the active threads are mostly sustained above
12 during the entire execution. Note that having more active
threads than available cores results in suspended threads
waiting for CPU time. In the end, the extended PiBa algorithm leads to better performance than using only the basic
variant. In this concrete case, the execution time has been
reduced by a factor of 60 % with respect to the non-balanced
Pipeline.
D. EVALUATION OF LANE-DETECTION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed PPRF framework
using a sequential real-world computer vision application
able to detect road lane lines in autonomous driving systems. This stream-processing application processes individVOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 11. Task trace and number of active threads during the execution of the application without PIBA.

FIGURE 12. Task trace and number of active threads during the execution of the application with the basic PIBA algorithm.

FIGURE 13. Task trace and number of active threads during the execution of the application with the extended PIBA algorithm.
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FIGURE 14. In-state time percentage per thread/stage of the VIDEO-APP Pipeline w/o and w/ the basic PIBA algorithm.

FIGURE 15. In-state time percentage per thread/stage of the VIDEO-APP Pipeline using the extended PIBA algorithm.

FIGURE 16. LANE-DETECTION application workflow.

ual video frames using a series of filter algorithms, such
as the Canny edge detector and the Hough transform [33].
Figure 16 depicts the application workflow through an
11-staged Pipeline, where the first and last stages are processed in series, and the intermediate ones can be executed in
parallel using the Farm pattern.
In a first step, we use PPRF to introduce parallel patterns in the application source code. In this case, the PPAT
module detects a Pipeline with the following structure
(s|f|f|f|f|f|f|f|f|f|s), i.e., where all intermediate stages can process individual video frames in parallel.
Afterward, we employ the refactoring module along with
both basic and extended PiBa algorithms to evaluate the
application performance using the C++ threads, and the
Intel TBB GrPPI back ends. Figure 17 shows the speedup
obtained by Lane-Detection when using both back ends and
PiBa versions running on 6, 12 and 24 cores. As can be
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seen for the C++ back end, the efficiency obtained when
no PiBa algorithm is on average is 22 %, while for TBB
is roughly 80 %. These contrasting results are given due to
the different nature of both GrPPI back ends: C++ threads
back end maps Pipeline stages onto threads, while TBB
handles the processing of a stage on a given item as a task
which is executed by one of the worker threads in its internal
scheduler pool. On the other hand, when the basic PiBa
algorithm is leveraged to balance the application Pipeline,
the speedup obtained by the C++ threads back end is much
closer to that delivered by TBB. Although the PiBa helped
in balancing the Pipeline, there remain bottleneck stages
which cause congestions in the faster ones. This fact leads
the C++ threads back end to slightly reduced speedups
compared to TBB. Finally, although the extended PiBa algorithm does not avoid these bottlenecks, the exceeding threads
help in overlapping the contention with useful computations.
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FIGURE 17. Speedup obtained by LANE-DETECTION using C++ threads and
Intel TBB GRPPI back ends and the basic and extended PIBA algorithms.

Specifically, the C++ threads back end achieves comparable
performance figures with respect to the TBB back end. Further, in some cases (e.g., 24 cores), the oversubscription used
by the extended PiBa algorithm can even outperform the TBB
performance.
In general, throughout this study, we conclude that the
extended PiBa algorithm a more suitable option for balancing
Pipelines, as it takes advantage of the inherent contention
that this pattern may cause. The benefits of this algorithm can
be summarized as follows. Firstly, the extended PiBa includes
by design the basic variant, and thus, when the optimal
Pipeline arrangement requires less or equal replicas than the
number of cores, both approaches arrive at the same solution.
Secondly, in some cases, a concurrency degree higher than
the total cores might be the preferred option.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented PPRF, a refactoring framework which proceeds in the following steps. First, it detects
stream parallel patterns (Pipeline and Farm) in sequential
codes thanks to PPAT tool [28]. Next, it rewrites the code
related to the patterns found using GrPPI, a generic parallel
pattern interface [29]. In the last step, it optimizes Pipeline
patterns composed with Farm stages using PiBa, a novel
profile-guided approach to improve their throughput. Finally,
we extended the PiBa algorithm to improve the Pipeline
resource usage by increasing the number of replicas above
the total cores (oversubscription).
Throughout the analysis of the PiBa algorithm variants,
we have concluded that heuristic version can provide reasonably well-balanced Pipelines in a reasonable time frame,
while the brute-force and hybrid searches are able to provide slightly better stage arrangements at the expense of
protracted time-to-solutions. We also have validated that both
PiBa algorithms for oversubscribed scenarios deliver similar
performance, although the iterative variant requires more
iterations than the greedy approach.
Regarding the evaluation of the framework using the
Video-App and Lane-Detection applications, we have
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demonstrated that PPRF is able to parallelize codes through
parallel patterns automatically. During these experiments,
we have proved that the extended PiBa algorithms can be
good choices for the C++ threads GrPPI back end, while for
TBB is better to leave the Pipeline as is. Using performance
analysis tools, we have confirmed our initial hypothesis
where a concurrency degree higher than the total cores
might deliver better performance. In general, oversubscribed
threads in these scenarios can overlap the potential bottlenecks with useful computations. However, the presented PiBa
algorithms leverage profiling techniques; therefore, the input
data used during the profiling phase should be representative
enough to perform the optimizations. Also, if the application
has an irregular input workload, the PiBa algorithms may not
find the optimal Pipeline arrangement.
As future work, we plan to extend the tool for refactoring other parallel patterns in PPRF, such as Stencil or
MapReduce. Furthermore, we plan to supply the framework
with a decision system to select the most suitable GrPPI
back end for the target architecture and to apply, when
necessary, the extended PiBa algorithm for oversubscribed
scenarios. An ultimate goal is to complement the balancing
algorithms to target heterogeneous and distributed platforms,
where the Pipeline stages can be executed in distinct physical
processors.
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